A SHORT DAFFODIL PRICE LIST

P & G Phillips P.O.Box 177, Otorohanga, New Zealand.

Prices quoted are net, postage extra. Order deadline January 1st.

If the breeder is not specified, cultivars are raised by P & G Phillips.

2Y-Y DENT 2-3. One of the best in this class and earlier than most.

6Y-Y BACKCHAT 3. Overlapping pointed perianth that reflexes well.

Medium lemon colour, tall and strong and a good show flower $10.

2W-R ADEN (O'More) 3. Smooth clean white perianth, neat bright red cup. Short neck, strong stem, one of the best in this section $15.

3W-Y DENT ANACAPRI (3-4) Bell, tall strong stem, large smooth white perianth of good texture, neatly frilled crown, distinctly edged red $2.

2W-YO BANDIT (Brogden) 4. Round white perianth of good texture. Saucer shaped crown, with a 5mm band of orange, very striking $10.

2Y-R WIGHT SLEEVE (Jackson) 4. A neat roll. Solid bright pink. $18.

2W-W FURCATION (Jackson) 4. Well proportioned rolled crown, tall stem and good doer. $9.

2W-W ELLANNE (Overy) 3. Very white and smooth, one of the best whites. $8.

2W-GWW GLOWING RED (Hazelwood) The earliest red and white double, and one that is breeding well but not up to championship class. $4.

2W-GWW GREEN VALLEY (Bisdee) 3. Rather straight 1/2 length crown of very neat appearance, and medium sized perianth. $4.

2Y-R GUNSYND (Jackson) Broad golden segments, straight red crown. $4.

2Y-Y HANEDA 3. Very large overlapping perianth, smooth and well formed. Like an improved Galway. One of our best. $10.

Bulbs despatched mid February, specify Air or Surface mail. Minimum $20.

If the breeder is not specified, cultivars are raised by P & G Phillips.

2W-P DIVINE 3. Almost a trumpet. Bright pink to the base. Opens pink and soon develops pink colouring, very striking. $10.

2W-YE DEMENT 3. One of the best in this class and earlier than most. Smooth well formed flower of bright yellow, Award winner $10.

3Y-R DIMITT (Jackson) 3. Very neat flower of medium size and good texture. Has won many prizes $8.


2W-R BROADFIELD 3. Bright golden perianth with pointed segments, crenate cup of fiery red, not a show flower but a good breeder. $8.

2Y-OOR CAREER (BROADDEN) 5. Large smooth perianth of lemon, with saucer crown, well frilled and good texture, winner of many prizes $8.

3W-GYR CAVS (O'More) 3. Clean white perianth, cup banded bright red. $3.

2W-P DEAR WARD (Piper) 5. A well formed flower with clean white perianth and a most beautiful deep pink crown with a darker center. $20.

2W-P DECREE 3-4. Thick white perianth segments, well formed crown with a neat roll. Solid bright pink. $18.

1W-Y BAR NONE 3. Clean white perianth of good substance, overlapping and smooth, flared lemon trumpet of good contrast. Award winner. $38.

1W-Y BRUCE 3. Large flower of excellent substance and good form, with well contrasted slightly rolled trumpet. Premier Award winner $7.
1Y-Y HEATHER JOY(2-) Clear lemon shade in the whole flower, highest quality and very broad perianth for a trumpet.$10.

8Y-GYO HIGHFIELD BEAUTY(mott) Tall strong tazetta, larger than most, soft lemon perianth, large cup with pencil line of bright orange.$5.

2Y-R HIROMI 3-4. One of our brightest and best yellow/red. Well coloured perianth, smooth and thick texture, red, crenate saucer crown.$20.

2YW-YP HUGH DEDIT 3. Very round, soft lemon perianth, neatly rolled crown of pink fading to cream at the base. One of the best.$30.

2W-YRW IDA MAY(Glover) 3-4. Tall stem, unusual colouring and very striking. A first class show flower.$12.

6W-TRENA(Verry) 3. Neatly rolled lemon trumpet. Pure white pointed perianth that reflects diamente, excellent flower.$8.

1W-W UNGAVA(Simpson) 4. Long pure white trumpet, slender and slightly flared. Good quality and very attractive.$6.

All the above cultivars have been regularly shown in our show exhibits and can be purchased with confidence. Many other cultivars also offered.